
We bring together a network of small producers, beautiful sailing ships and 
passionate allies to deliver the most delicious goods from across the oceans. 

A nutritious, affordable and fair food system exists, get involved!

- BUY LESS, BUY BETTER, BUY LOCAL or BY SAIL -

Call us on + 44 (0) 7950 966 380 (Alex Geldenhuys)
Write to us at alex@newdawntraders.com

Visit us at newdawntraders.com 
Follow us on Instagram & Facebook: newdawntraders 

new dawn traders
Importers of fine produce, shipped by sail.

Bessie Ellen - 2018 voyage - brochure

Fowey, UK - Porto, PT - Noirmoutier, FR - Falmouth, UK - Bristol, UK



new dawn traders

  Creating a sustainable economy around sailing cargo ships is our biggest 
challenge. The ships we work with are not sailing to compete with Maersk. Our 
ships, like the olive trees, demands our patience, loyalty and love. They ask us to 

be human and not ‘consumer’. 

  By purchasing in advance the cost of both the cargo and the voyage is shared 
amongst many and the financial risk of a voyage is removed. By collecting from 
the ship, your Port Ally or Community Broker, the onward distribution and 
storage needs are also shared and reduced. By buying larger amounts to last you 
a season or to share with family and friends, we reduce packaging waste and take 

one more item off your weekly supermarket lists.

  In this way, we can start small as individuals or groups, whilst all together we 
are filling the ship’s hold and creating voyage routes where every port arrival is 
like a homecoming. As sail-cargo-pioneers, your support is launching a system 

of trade that is truly able to bring global consumption back to a human scale.

The ship’s arrival becomes a chance to celebrate a job well done, with music, 
tastings and talks!

PRE-ORDER & COLLECT FROM THE SHIP



new dawn traders

  As an importer and broker, New Dawn Traders maintain quality across the 
supply chain and uphold our community’s shared values, putting planet and 

people first. Our pricing system is transparent and fair. For every product you 
buy from us, the producer gets the lion’s share. 

You can also invest in our voyages at several price levels. Purchase as an:

INDIVIDUAL (PRE-ORDER & COLLECT)

COMMUNITY BROKER 
- if you can coordinate and collect orders for your friends and family.

- if you are a small business, a cafe, deli or restaurant. 

PORT ALLY 
- if you can coordinate and collect orders for your broader community. Join 

our growing network of allies and bring a sail cargo ship into your port or 
harbour.

- if you are a larger business, food co-operative or distributor.

INDIVIDUAL (POST-ARRIVAL) 
- if you choose to purchase goods at our arrival events.

The pricing explained



new dawn traders

We have partnered with three olive farmers in Portugal, each with the same 
goal: To make delicious olive oil in harmony with the local ecosystems, 

nurturing both people and planet from soil to serving.

Originating from different regions with different olive varieties, each olive 
oil has its own uniquely nuanced flavour. The harvest of 2017/2018 was 

particularly tough due to the extreme drought, heat and even fire, which also 
adds a unique profile to the taste. No two harvests, varieties, bioregions or 

seasons are ever exactly the same.

All these extra virgin olive oils are officially qualified by an IOOC certified 
laboratory. They are beautiful olive oils, bought for a fair price so that our 

farmers can continue to take good care of our land and trees. The oil comes in 
either 5l plastic bottles or in 5l bag-in-box packaging. We are working towards 

the elimination of waste through researching the full life-cycle analysis of 
different types of packaging, whilst simultaneously keeping in mind the 

practical constraints of working with small-scale producers and our sailing 
ships.

Our farmers do not only work with olives. The olive trees are inter-cropped 
with nut and fruit trees, another bounty that we can ship by sail!

sail cargo olive oil



new dawn traders

Sail cargo deli prices - porto

OLIVE OIL
5L bag-in-box / plastic bottle
Caixeiro / Reigado farm

pre-order £ 43.80
post-arrival £ 51.50

community broker (4 bottles)
  £ 39.40

Varieties: Cobrançosa, Verdeal 
and Madural. Harvested in late 
November. This oil has a nice 
spice and pleasant bitterness with 
aromas of dried fruit and tomato 
leaf. 

TABLE OLIVES
800g plastic jar
Reigado farm

pre-order £ 6.80
post-arrival £ 8.00

community broker (4 jars)
  £ 5.80

Organic certified olives preserved 
with salt, lemon and oregano. 
Recommend rinsing portions 
from the jar with tap water before 
serving. Reigado EVOO:
Varieties of Cornicabra and 
Verdeal from ancient trees, this 
certified organic oil from the Cão 
Valley has a fresh green flavour 
smelling of apples and dried figs 
and a soft pepper finish.

FRESH CHESTNUTS
bring your own bag, £ per Kilo
Soresa (Caixeiro) farm

pre-order £ 7.00
post-arrival £ 8.50

community broker (10 kg box)
  £ 5.64

These fresh Judia chestnuts are 
farmed in a certified Integrated 
Production Method. This means a 
combination of the best of modern 
tools and technologies with 
traditional practices according to 
the given site and situation. They 
will be harvested just as the ship 
arrives in Porto!

DRIED GOJI BERRIES
150g packets
Soresa (Caixeiro) farm

pre-order £ 6.00
post-arrival £ 7.00

community broker (6 packets)
  £ 5.75

Almost all goji berries in the 
European market come from 
China. Our goji berries are farmed 
in Portugal, with deep care and 
respect for nature and harvested by 
hand. The proof of this quality of 
production is of course in the taste!

DRIED ALMONDS
bring your own bag, £ per Kilo
Soresa (Caixeiro) farm

pre-order £ 16.50
post-arrival £ 19.50

community broker (10kg sack)
  £ 15.00

These organic certified dried 
almonds are from the Soresa 
farm, part of the Caixeiro family. 
Their land is situated in Trás-os-
Montes, between the ‘hot-earth’ 
and ‘cold earth’ which allows for 
characteristics in their products of 
a superior quality.



new dawn traders

We have on offer the world-reknowned salt of Noirmoutier, the island of 
our Port Ally - Les Caboteurs de Lune.

The island’s humid marshes were transformed into salt pans as far back 
as the 5th century by Benedictine monks, with the traditional methods of 

harvesting passed down through the generations.
 

With just wind, sun and sea, water evaporates to leave a fine layer of white 
crystals of salt. These are hand-harvested daily in the summer months by the 
‘saunier’. It is then drained and air-dried for a year before the salt is packaged 

at the facilities of the cooperative.

The salt is famous for its subtle fragrance of violets, softness, lack of 
bitterness and excellent length in the mouth. Though delicate in flavour 

this salt has a more pronounced taste and only a little is needed to give good 
flavour. 

“Fleur de sel’ is packed with trace elements and minerals. It has a much lower 
sodium content, which can be harmful in large quantities.

SAIL CARGO SALT prices - NOIRMOUTIER

FLEUR DE SEL
100g cardboard tubs
Noirmoutier Aquasel Coop

pre-order £ 3.20
post-arrival £ 3.70

community broker (6 tubs)
  £ 2.80



new dawn traders

Sail cargo CELLAR prices - porto in collaboration with XISTO WINES

Quinta do Romeu - Westerlies
 RED wine - 750mL

pre-order £ 15.80
post-arrival £ 18.60

community broker (6 bottles)
  £ 14.25 

A beautiful blend of indigenous 
Portuguese grapes goes into this 
elegant wine from Quinta do 
Romeu in the Douro region of 
Portugal. This wine was made 
especially for Port o’ Bristol.

Quinta de Val da Figueira - 
PORT wine - 750mL

pre-order £ 31.70
post-arrival £ 37.30

community broker (6 bottles)
  £ 28.55

Situated in the heart of the Douro 
Valley near Pinhao, this family-run 
estate has been making Port wine 
since 1759. Blended from the finest 
Tawny wines of at least 10 years, 
aged in seasoned oak casks in the 
Quinta Lodge. Outstanding in 
quality and flavour the long wood 
ageing gives an amber colour and 
complex spicy aromas.

Val da Capucha - Fossil
WHITE wine - 750mL

pre-order £ 17.25
post-arrival £ 20.25

community broker (6 bottles)
  £ 15.50 

From the Lisbon region of 
Portugal, this is an amazing natural 
white wine from the celebrated 
winemaker Pedro Marques of Vale 
da Capucha. The vineyards at Vale 
da Capucha are certified organic 
and are on the Lisbon coast eight 
miles away from the Atlantic.

Quinta do Ferro
SPARKLING white - 750mL

pre-order £ 18.25
post-arrival £ 21.45

community broker (6 bottles)
  £ 16.40

This is a very good quality tradi-
tional method sparkling wine. This 
classy wine represents very good 
value for money in a market flood-
ed by “other “sparkling wines.

Quinta do Ferro - Reserva
SPARKLING white - 750mL

pre-order £ 21.30
post-arrival £ 25.05

community broker (6 bottles)
  £ 19.15

Growers own 100% Avesso grape 
variety Reserva Espumante from 
Quinta do Ferro in the Vinho 
Verde region of Portugal. This is 
a superb example of the elegance 
and quality of the wines made by 
Micaela Fonseca and her family.
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Bessie Ellen is one of Britain’s last wooden coasting ketches still under sail and 
offers the chance for you to experience a Tall Ship sailing adventure. 

Built in Plymouth, Devon, in 1904 by William Kelly, Bessie Ellen is one of the 
last surviving West Country trading ketches from a fleet that once stood at 

nearly 700. Bessie Ellen lived through an era when working sailing ships were 
an everyday sight in English ports and harbours. At 120ft long, and carrying 

up to 150 tons in her hold, she transported clay, peat, aggregates, salt and many 
other bulk cargos.

Find out more about the ship’s history here:
www.bessie-ellen.com

And why not SAIL ALONG!
We are offering a special rate for those who wish to join us either one way or 

for the full round trip on our cargo voyage to Porto and back: 

Fowey, UK - Porto, PT - Noirmoutier, FR - Bristol, UK - Falmouth, UK.

sail cargo ship - bessie ellen


